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Mobil Oil Nigeria (MON) on Thursday April 22, 2015 held its scheduled Shareholders Forum at our Apapa Office Complex, Lagos. A total of 112 shareholders attended.

A minute silence was observed in memory of the departed Chairman, Board Audit Committee, Chief Emmanuel Osikoya who passed in 2014.

There was a good turnout of shareholders which included other members of the Board Audit Committee and a Non-Executive Director, Engr. (Mrs.) Mayen Adetiba.

Tunji Oyebanji, The Chairman of the Board and Managing Director, who was joined by Alastair MacNaughton, Director Lubes and Henry Obih, Director Operations gave detailed stewardship of MON business for the 2014.

Financial indicators pointed northwards due to sale of surplus property, business efficiencies, effective controls and safety operations.

Profit After Tax (PAT) for 2014 stood at N6.39 billion vs N3.48 billion for 2013 indicating a 84 percent increase.

The Management MON was commended for sound business practices from its shareholders, who felt a sense of partnership with the organization.

A total of 12 long-drawn questions posed by shareholders on the business and environmental issues were satisfactorily answered by Tunji, Alastair and Henry. These ranged from need to pay higher / interim dividends, performance of the aviation business, impact of Mobil house refurbishment project on MON finances, praise for quality of service at stations, availability of annual report at the next shareholders forum, insecticide business performance, corporate social responsibility, service station upgrades and the need for more storage capacity.

Satisfied shareholders expressed full satisfaction to the enlightening answers provided to their enquiries and restated their full confidence in the Board, Management and Staff of MON.
ExxonMobil Subsidiaries Rank 1st in Top 100 Companies

ExxonMobil subsidiary companies in Nigeria emerge Nigeria’s top private sector contributor

Immediate past President Goodluck Jonathan of Nigeria announced ExxonMobil companies in Nigeria as the leading private sector organization in Nigeria for year 2014. President Jonathan recognized the company at the Top 100 Businesses Award, in December 2014 at the Banquet Hall of the Presidential Villa in Abuja.

ExxonMobil companies in Nigeria ranked number 1 out of the unveiled 100 top contributing companies at the award ceremony. The award took into account the companies’ turnover, the amount of taxes paid and employment generated by the companies, as well as their corporate citizenship contributions. The information was verified with the Corporate Affairs Commission of Nigeria, Federal Inland Revenue Service, Nigerian Stock Exchange -and Financial Reporting Council of Nigeria.

President Jonathan described the top 100 companies as “shining stars”, adding that their significant contributions have created employment opportunities for millions of Nigerians. Minister of Trade and Investment, Olusegun Aganga, noted that the companies honoured currently contribute 20 per cent of the country’s Gross Domestic Product, GDP.

The Top 100 Business Series, organized by the Federal Ministry of Trade & Industry, will serve as an annual ranking and recognition programme for private sector contributions to Nigeria’s economic development. The series - the first in Nigeria - was established to recognize and celebrate companies leading the way in corporate Nigeria and positively shaping the nation’s future through their contributions.

“We are appreciative of this recognition accorded to ExxonMobil companies in Nigeria”, says Nolan O’Neal, Chairman/Managing Director of ExxonMobil upstream companies and Lead Country Manager for ExxonMobil subsidiaries in Nigeria.

"It is testament to the hard work and dedication of our workforce, and acknowledges the contributions of our partner, the Nigeria National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC), host States that provide peaceful business environments for our operations, and vendors that support our companies."
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“We are appreciative of this recognition accorded to ExxonMobil companies in Nigeria”, says Nolan O’Neal, Chairman/Managing Director of ExxonMobil upstream companies and Lead Country Manager for ExxonMobil subsidiaries in Nigeria. “It is testament to the hard work and dedication of our workforce, and acknowledges the contributions of our partner, the Nigeria National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC), host States that provide peaceful business environments for our operations, and vendors that support our companies.”

ExxonMobil subsidiaries have successfully operated in Nigeria’s upstream sector for more than 40 years and in the downstream sector for over 100 years. The companies maintain active social investment programmes and make substantial contributions in the areas of health, education, sports, water supply, and infrastructure, especially in Akwa Ibom, Rivers and Lagos States, where they have operational bases.
Edop PP recently became the third facility in the Joint Venture operations to win the Key Upstream Nigeria Fundamentals of Operations (KUNFOO) Brown Belt awards, based on their exemplary performance in the last quarter of 2014. Yoho FSO and Inim PP were the first set of JV facilities to win the award in 2014. The Brown belt award is the first in the hierarchy of three awards (Brown belt, Red belt & KUNFOO Master), based on outstanding performance in safety, operations integrity and equipment reliability consistent with sound fundamentals of operations. On hand to present the award to these facilities was the General Manager JVO, John Arkley.

About KUNFOO:

The KUNFOO initiative was instituted to help drive safety culture, leadership and ownership within the operations team. It was instituted with the objective of changing the following:
- High risk tolerance, which could result in fatalities
- Non adherence to procedures
- Reverse the tide of lost earnings from unsafe practices
- Eliminate "my supervisor asked me to do it" mind set

Through the program, the operations teams are looking to reach the desired end state of operations being carried out with sound fundamental principles, which in turn deliver sound results. Achieve "safe & boring" operations - less upsets, less stress
- Improvement in knowledge, skills and attitude
- Be as competitive or better than counterparts across the world
The ExxonMobil Foundation and its partners in Nigeria recently held a collaborative forum in Lagos - to streamline planned activities and programs for the year.

The EM Foundation partners’ meeting helps ExxonMobil foster Synergy and collaboration amongst its partners to optimize funding and achieve impact in its programs. During the forum, best practices and standards are shared by ExxonMobil’s technical and regulatory partners; this also creates a platform for projecting company image and visibility for contributions made to its communities.

EM Foundation has worked with several International NGOs and related agencies focusing on three Signature Programs - The ExxonMobil Malaria Initiative (EMMI), Women Economic Opportunity Initiative (WEOI) and the Math and Science Initiative (which is still in the planning stage). The forum has recorded tremendous success in facilitating the execution of these initiatives, with increased partner involvement and collaboration across programs such as the Yeedi Holiday skills program, and other activities centered around world malaria day.

An Aerobic session organised by one of the partners - Malaria No More

Dr. Isang Iwot, Occupational Health Manager, MPN, delivering his paper at the event
The Federal Road Safety Corps (FRSC) held its 27th Anniversary celebration on Wednesday, February 18, 2015 at the FRSC National Headquarters in Abuja.

The ceremony was attended by both past and present high-ranking officials of the Commission; representative of the Secretary to the Government of the Federation (SGF Senior Special Adviser on Research and Documentation, Ferdinand Agu; Minister of Aviation and immediate past Corps Marshal, Osita Chidoka and the Minister of State, Works; and representatives from other government ministries, departments, agencies and parastatals. and the media bosses; External and Internal Award recipients; Media agents; and FRSC Officers and Marshals.

The event began with a welcome address by the Corps Marshal and Chief Executive of FRSC, Boboye Oyeyemi who briefly gave an insight into the history of the commission’s establishment exactly 27 years ago. He also disclosed some of the challenges it had faced including several attempts of disbandment, and further credited its survival to its noteworthy performance that led it to become the global community’s reference point “as a strategy for tackling the menace of road traffic crashes globally”.

Marking the highlight of the day were a series of awards given in various categories to (i) officers and marshals of the commission whose performance in 2014 had been both exemplary and commendable. (ii) the second award category was presented to organizations who had shown “outstanding support to the corps” through monetary donations and sponsorships. EM, represented by Abdullahi Jibrin Ahmed, Advisor, Public and Government Affairs, received this award. Fellow recipients in this category were Shell Petroleum Development Company, Nigeria Liquefied Natural Gas and Road Sector Development Team of the Federal Ministry of Works; (iii) the third group of awards were given to foreign and local Media houses, News agencies and Individuals who had contributed to the agency in cash or kind; the fourth and last set of awards were to FRSC Departments and Zones who had performed excellently.

The award ceremony was followed by various remarks of congratulations, commendation, admonition and encouragement made by Guests of Honour such as the Chairman, FRSC Board, Felix Chukwu, commended the agency’s achievement as the World Bank’s example for the lead road safety management agency in the world; Ex-Corps Marshal and Pro-Chancellor of Adamawa State University, Halidu A. Hananiya applauded President Goodluck Jonathan for appointing, for the first time, a Corps Marshal from within the commission since its inception. He also advised the management of the FRSC to deploy more field officers; immediate past Minister of Aviation and also a former FRSC Corps Marshal Osita Chidoka, congratulated the Commission for the event, expressed appreciation for the awards bestowed on high performers, and tasked the agency to perform better “particularly in the urban areas” while continuously educating the public on road safety; representative of the Secretary to the Government of the Federation, Senior Special Adviser on Research and Documentation, Ferdinand Agu, praised the organization for maintaining a positive spirit from its inception to date.
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ExxonMobil, in partnership with Malaria No More sponsored a media parley entitled 'Media Chat on the Status of Long-Lasting Insecticidal Nets (LLINs) Intervention in Nigeria'. The event held at Crystal Palace Hotel, Abuja on Wednesday, March 18, 2015.

Some of the organisations represented at the forum were Malaria No More, Roll Back Malaria, National Malaria Elimination Programme (NMEP), Society For Family Health, AIT, NAN, Capital FM, Vanguard Newspaper, and NTA. The ExxonMobil team was led by Medical Advisor, Dr Affiong Ben-Edet, with Constance Nwokejiobi and Eme Ikpeme.

In opening remarks, the National Coordinator of NMEP, Dr Nnenna Ezeigwe stated that LLINs are a veritable means of preventing malaria. Nigeria in line with WHO’s universal goals for malaria control has adopted both push (mass campaign) and pull (by demand) strategies of campaigning against malaria. She noted that some of the key partners in this initiative are USAID, World Bank, UNICEF, etc.

She thanked ExxonMobil for sponsoring the event in partnership with Malaria No More. Dr Affiong Ben-Edet in her presentation asserted that ExxonMobil has a long-term commitment to malaria programmes and is taking action to invest in the future of combating malaria. Acknowledging the commitment of our partner, Malaria No More, she noted that we have distributed LLINs to the six geopolitical zones in Nigeria along with anti-malaria treatment, etc.

Dayo Oluwole, the Director of the Night Watch Campaign/Malaria No More in her speech stated that Nigeria accounts for twenty-five percent of the global burden of malaria. Oluwole mentioned that Malaria No More had carried out an attitude and behavior survey; she shared the organization’s findings on LLINs use in Nigeria which reflected a positive result of LLINs being used in most communities within the country. Self-medication on the other hand, has been found to be a common practice and problem amongst Nigerians. She stressed that ACT’s are the best form of treatment for malaria and more effort should be made towards providing access to medical treatment.

Dr Akilah, the Head of the Integrated Vector Management (IVM) branch of NMEP, mentioned that to achieve WHO’s recommendation, NMEP began the process of installing LLINs in the early part of the net replacement campaign. He stressed that NMEP faces the challenge of partners not providing reports of their achievements in campaign efforts; this affects the accuracy of their records. Dr Akilah also suggested that as a country we should adopt IRS (Indoor Residual Spraying). Although he acknowledged funding is a challenge.
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Dr Akilah, the Head of the Integrated Vector Management (IVM) branch of NMEP, mentioned that to achieve WHO’s recommendation, NMEP began the process of installing LLINs in the early part of the net replacement campaign. He stressed that NMEP faces the challenge of partners not providing reports of their campaign efforts; this affects the accuracy of their records. Dr Akilah also suggested that as a country we should adopt IRS (Indoor Residual Spraying).

Dr Claude, the Coordinator of Roll Back Malaria, West and Central Africa asserted that many LLINs in the market are not truly ‘long-lasting’. He also affirmed that resistance is another challenge we face in the spread of malaria. He stressed the need for sustained behavior change; the media has to be engaged properly. The representative from Society for Family Health added that his organization is doing all it can to ensure that LLINs are readily available to all.

This was followed by a panel discussion - The panel was made up representatives from NMEP, ExxonMobil, Roll Back Malaria and Society for Family Health. The interactive session yielded suggestions such as increased partnership with the media so as to provide platforms to enable people to talk about their personal experiences with malaria.

In closing remarks, the National Coordinator of NMEP reiterated that NMEP expects that with the intervention of the media, there would be an increase in the use of LLINs. She also stressed the need for the private sector to key into the framework of government in malaria control initiatives.

(L-R) Constance Nwokejiobi, EM Foundation Coordinator, Nigeria; Dr. Claude Emile Rwagacondo, Roll Back Malaria (RBM), West Africa; Dr. Ben Edet Affiong, Medical Advisor, ExxonMobil; Dr. Nnenna Ezeigwe, National Coordinator, National Malaria Elimination Program (NMEP), Ministry of Health; Idara Uko, AD/ACSM, National Malaria Elimination Program (NMEP), Ministry of Health and Representative of Society for Family Health.
Towards Transformation

The 2015 Nigeria Oil and Gas conference, themed “The Journey towards Transformation” - took place in Abuja, drawing stakeholders from across the Nigerian Oil and Gas industry, including ExxonMobil Nigeria affiliates. The biggest annual Oil and Gas conference in the country brings together thousands of delegates annually to discuss emerging issues in the oil and gas industry.

ExxonMobil Management was present at the conference, with Lead Country Manager, Nolan O’Neal speaking at the Nigeria Oil & Gas Leaders’ Panel, which focused on effective solutions driving Industry Change; Costs, Lead Times, Projects & plans. During the panel session, Nolan highlighted ExxonMobil affiliates’ company-wide commitment to reducing costs, increasing efficiency, and developing staff capacity in project management.

Sola Ogunsakin, Nigerian Content Development GM attended the Nigeria Content panel sessions, which focused on job creation, infrastructure development, and industrialization.

The ExxonMobil exhibition booth allowed conference attendees to interact with ExxonMobil affiliate representatives. The booth displayed highlights of ExxonMobil’s contributions to Nigeria, in terms of financial and human capital development, and was manned by employees from several job functions, allowing for engagement with students, current and potential service vendors, media, public etc. ExxonMobil also hosted the drinks reception, which allowed for further stakeholder interactions after regular conference hours.

Andrew Ejayeriese, General Manager, Operations Technical Geoscience, set the tone for the evening, highlighting EM credentials to the Nigeria economy.
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Olusegun Banwo, Business Services Manager/Controller, Upstream Nigeria, addresses participants at the Lagos Business School Breakfast meeting, recently.

Udom Inoyo, Executive Director, Human Resources addressed graduating students at the 19th and 20th convocation ceremony for the University of Uyo, in Akwa Ibom state. In his keynote speech entitled: Challenges and Opportunities for University Graduates in A Season of Economic and Moral Decay, Inoyo addressed several issues faced by the Nigerian educational system, advising students on how to face these challenges and thrive in Nigerian society.

Udom Inoyo advised the students on the importance of taking a moral approach to life decisions, and making ethical choices despite facing challenges of declining infrastructure and educational standards in Nigerian educational institutions.

He mentioned that education is the most important sector, deserving urgent attention by policy makers. While urging the students not to be discouraged, he mentioned that the country would be unable to progress without significant investments in the educational sector.

Olusegun Banwo, Business Services Manager/Controller, Upstream Nigeria, recently addressed management personnel from major business organizations in Nigeria at a Lagos Business School breakfast meeting. Banwo’s presentation focused on Joint Venture (JV) volumes, which had declined in the last ten years due to several challenges in the industry. He noted that the Federal Government would need to further support Joint Venture funding in order to unlock Nigeria’s full production potential. Banwo also mentioned that ExxonMobil had adopted a model known as Alternative Funding, which had helped sustain its JV operations, and that other International oil companies could adapt to help improve their own operations.
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Esso Constructs Maternity Referral Centers for Two Communities

In March 2015, Esso Exploration and Production Nigeria Limited commissioned and handed over Two Maternal Referral Centers (MRCs) in Kwara and Imo states. EEPNL, in partnership with the NGO, Development Africa constructed and equipped the MRCs, which will provide maternal healthcare services to women in the communities in which they were constructed, as well as to women in neighboring communities.

Each of the MRC facilities are equipped with state of the art maternity care equipment, as well as a backup power supply system, provided through the installation of a solar power system. Each facility was also provided with a new ambulance vehicle for use in case of emergencies.

“The MRC facilities will provide care and treatment for pregnant women, babies and their mothers, and will support their communities and states by drastically decreasing infant mortality rates, reducing pregnancy-related deaths, improving health outcomes of premature and low-birth-weight babies, decreasing the number of disabilities and increasing lifetime productivity,” said Dr Bello Aliyu, Group Medical Director, speaking at the commissioning ceremony in Kwara state.

“The MRCs will also provide maternal education and training so that newly established, up-to-date healthcare practices can be adopted throughout the community, providing a foundation of good health for each mother and child. It will also deter unqualified maternity care practitioners whose practices still put the lives of expectant mothers and newly born babies at risk,” he added.
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Each MRC was constructed and equipped at over N160M each, bringing the total for the three facilities up to almost half a billion Naira. "But this amount is insignificant compared to the lives the MRCs will save," said Cletus Egbuzie, General Manager, Operations Technical Subsurface. "Our people deserve no less."

Egbuzie mentioned that with the official handover ceremony, the MRC facilities now belonged to the state and to the community members, who would be tasked with the maintenance of the facilities.

"I have no doubt that the community will take ownership of the Centre and treat it as the precious jewel that it should be. This has already been demonstrated during the period of construction and equipping, as we received maximum support from the community and nearby villages. I, therefore, would like to thank the traditional rulers, our women and youths for the support received thus far."

The Kwara state Governor, Abdulratafah Ahmed, who was present at the commissioning ceremony in Eruku, thanked EEPNL for constructing the facility, and said that the community would do its best to maintain the facility and utilize it to the betterment of the immediate and surrounding communities.

Rochas Okorocha, Governor of Imo state, was present at the commissioning ceremony for the MRC facility in Obowo, and lauded EEPNL’s contribution to maternal health in the state.

In addition to the commissioning of these facilities, EEPNL ran a 5-day Free Rural Medical Aid Project (FRMAP) in each of the three states where the MRCs were constructed.
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The FRMAP involves the mobilization and participation of over fifty (50) volunteer doctors and medical personnel to provide surgical intervention and medical services to 2,500 - 3,500 patients in each MRC location. Under the program, community members will receive free access to medication, general health counseling, nutritional education, dental procedures, surgical operations, ophthalmic Procedures (including eye surgeries), optometric consultation, free eye glasses, and training for medical personnel.

Spring Foundation College, Bonny clinched the golden trophy and a fifty thousand naira cash prize. Kings & Queens High School, Abalamabie, Bonny came second with a silver trophy and a thirty thousand naira cash prize. Lucille Education Center, Eagle Forest, Bonny Island came third and went home with a bronze trophy and a twenty thousand naira cash prize.

In all eight schools participated in the 10 day event and all went home with text books to enrich their various libraries. Harriet Ezekiel-Hart (Spring Foundation), Rebecca Banigo (Kings & Queens) and Destiny Ben-Stowe won the individual best students and were rewarded with one laptop computers each.

The event was graced by dignitaries from Rivers State Ministry of Education, the Bonny Local Government Council, Bonny Traditional Council, Bonny Titled Citizens, Local and National Media and the general public. Speaking at the closing ceremony, the chairman of the occasion, Chief R.F.P. Captain Hart thanked the NNPC/MPN Joint Venture for introducing and sustaining the competition. He said the competition will continue to encourage the culture of reading amongst the students and help improve the overall standard of education on the Island.

Paul Arinze, General Manager, Public and Government Affairs corroborated the position of the Chairman when he stated that the Competition as conceived is aimed at enhancing the students reading and learning culture as well as widening their horizons in general knowledge and it is the JV’s expectation that this program will help grow the quality/standard of education on the Island.

Paul who was represented by the Superintendent of the Bonny River Terminal (BRT), Eng. Idy Eboese expressed gratitude to the people of Bonny for the support they provided in making the program a success and looked forward to helping more young students on the Island pursue their dreams.

Paul thanked NNPC for their consistent support, saying that the Joint Venture has continued to partner with the Bonny Kingdom Development Committee in providing infrastructure for education in the Highland, including several classroom blocks, Assembly hall at Community Secondary School, Burukiri and the Bonny Library Complex.

Hon. Adonye Wilcox, Chairman, Bonny Local Government Caretaker Committee commended Mobil for the initiative. Hon. Wilcox thanked ExxonMobil for the Aviation Training Program, currently two of our sons are being trained as pilots in one of the best Aviation Institutions in the world in Florida, United States of America.

The Dean of the St. Stephen (Anglican) Cathedral, Bonny, Very Reverend Richard Hart, commended the NNPC/MPN Joint Venture for conceiving and sustaining the program and promised to identify more with the program. He distributed branded pens and key rings to all the participants.

Chris Jumbo who represented the Manager, Field Public & Government Affairs Adeyemi Fakayejo stated that the Quiz Competition will continue to provide a platform for interaction and promotion of healthy competition amongst students and help address a critical educational gap that was espoused during the Pan-Bonny Conference on Sustainable Development where education on the Island was said to be on the decline.

He charged the students to remain focused in their studies and put the prizes won especially the laptop computer sets into proper academic use.

Spring Foundation College, Bonny clinched the golden trophy and a fifty thousand naira cash prize. Kings & Queens High School, Abalamabie, Bonny came second with a silver trophy and a thirty thousand naira cash prize. Lucille Education Center, Eagle Forest, Bonny Island came third and went home with a bronze trophy and a twenty thousand naira cash prize.

In all eight schools participated in the 10 day event and all went home with text books to enrich their various libraries. Harriet Ezekiel-Hart (Spring Foundation), Rebecca Banigo (Kings & Queens) and Destiny Ben-Stowe won the individual best students and were rewarded with one laptop computers each.

The event was graced by dignitaries from Rivers State Ministry of Education, the Bonny Local Government Council, Bonny Traditional Council, Bonny Titled Citizens, Local and National Media and the general public. Speaking at the closing ceremony, the chairman of the occasion, Chief R.F.P. Captain Hart thanked the NNPC/MPN Joint Venture for introducing and sustaining the competition. He said the competition will continue to encourage the culture of reading amongst the students and help improve the overall standard of education on the Island.

Paul Arinze, General Manager, Public and Government Affairs corroborated the position of the Chairman when he stated that the Competition as conceived is aimed at enhancing the students reading and learning culture as well as widening their horizons in general knowledge and it is the JV’s expectation that this program will help grow the quality/standard of education on the Island.

Paul who was represented by the Superintendent of the Bonny River Terminal (BRT), Eng. Idy Eboese expressed gratitude to the people of Bonny for the support they provided in making the program a success and looked forward to helping more young students on the Island pursue their dreams.

Paul thanked NNPC for their consistent support, saying that the Joint Venture has continued to partner with the Bonny Kingdom Development Committee in providing infrastructure for education in the Highland, including several classroom blocks, Assembly hall at Community Secondary School, Burukiri and the Bonny Library Complex.

Hon. Adonye Wilcox, Chairman, Bonny Local Government Caretaker Committee commended Mobil for the initiative. Hon. Wilcox thanked ExxonMobil for the Aviation Training Program, currently two of our sons are being trained as pilots in one of the best Aviation Institutions in the world in Florida, United States of America.

The Dean of the St. Stephen (Anglican) Cathedral, Bonny, Very Reverend Richard Hart, commended the NNPC/MPN Joint Venture for conceiving and sustaining the program and promised to identify more with the program. He distributed branded pens and key rings to all the participants.

Chris Jumbo who represented the Manager, Field Public & Government Affairs (Operations) Adeyemi Fakayeko stated that the Quiz Competition will continue to provide a platform for interaction and promotion of healthy competition amongst students and help address a critical educational gap that was espoused during the Pan-Bonny Conference on Sustainable Development where education on the Island was said to be on the decline. He charged the students to remain focused in their studies and put the prizes won especially the laptop computer sets into proper academic use.
Skills Acquisition Training For Oron Women

Women from the Oron Federal Constituency, Akwa Ibom State, at the closing ceremony of a skills acquisition training workshop which held at the Civic Centre, Oron recently.
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ExxonMobil Staff Run for Breast Cancer Awareness

ExxonMobil staff joined the fight against breast cancer as they participated in the run for a cure; an annual event created to raise awareness and financial support for breast cancer in women. Personnel and family of ExxonMobil affiliates in Lagos Nigeria came together to take part in the run.

The course for the run started at the Shoprite mall in Lekki, through Ozumba Mbadiwe Road and looping Victoria Island before rounding up at Shoprite. Once the course was completed by all participants, musician Temi Dollface took to the stage to entertain the crowd, bringing to a close what had been a great day for the breast cancer awareness movement.
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Eleven ExxonMobil employees were recipients of the 2014 Advanced Skills Milestones (ASM) awards.

As a key part of the Upstream Professional Development Program, the ASM recognizes achievement and application of advanced skills. The ASM roadmap identifies both key technical and individual effectiveness skills that are needed to succeed. It also requires both depth and breadth across many skill areas. The Upstream Engineering and Commercial Job Family Councils designed the Advanced Skill Milestones as defined targets for the development of advanced technical/commercial skills that meet the current and evolving needs of ExxonMobil. The attainment of these milestones distinguishes employees, while developing organizational capability that differentiates ExxonMobil from its competitors.

The ASM program was designed to help structure development beyond the early career stage of an employee, and also ensures that the technical staff is developing the skills and capabilities necessary to meet current and future business requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>RECIPIENT</th>
<th>ASM NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Babatunde Pearse</td>
<td>Development Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Shane Momadi</td>
<td>Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>John Olaniyi</td>
<td>Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Torsten Gruening</td>
<td>Loss Prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Maroof A Ismail</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cletus S Okoro</td>
<td>Facilities General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Emmanuel A Paul</td>
<td>Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Elliot A Umole</td>
<td>Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Adeyemi Adebajo</td>
<td>Subsurface Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Olawale Ayeni</td>
<td>Subsurface Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>James Sharp</td>
<td>Regulatory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cross section of award recipients and ExxonMobil Management during an event.

Dr. George Unomah, a Senior Geoscience Advisor was recently conferred with the NAPE fellowship award. Dr. Unomah joined Mobil Producing Nigeria in 1992 and has worked in Lagos and Houston in Exploration, Development and Production functions.

George is a graduate of Geology with B.Sc., M.Sc. and PhD all from University of Ibadan in 1981, 1983 and 1989 respectively. His formal working career began as a Geology Lecturer in the University of Ibadan (1986 to 1991). George joined Mobil Producing Nigeria in 1992 as a geologist with various responsibilities and experiences in Exploration, Development and Production functions both in Nigeria and Houston, USA. He is currently a Senior Geosciences Advisor and the Senior Technical Advisor (Stratigraphy) for ExxonMobil Upstream Nigeria companies.

His experience spans across geoscience skills, including sequence sedimentology, seismic stratigraphy, core description and integration, Reservoir quality, Integrated field studies, Petroleum geochemistry, 3D seismic interpretation, Opportunity identification and maturation. He is a 2013 FINALIST of ExxonMobil Peter Vail Award for Technical Excellence in Petroleum E/D/P (This is ExxonMobil highest award for geoscience excellence.).

George recently developed an Integrated Stratigraphy Workshop, that teaches practical applications of ExxonMobil stratigraphy concepts in daily work of geoscientists in Exploration, development and production functions; and he also developed the Stratigraphy Teaching Module for universities in Nigeria for ExxonMobil. George is an active member of several professional associations including the Nigeria Association of Petroleum Explorationists (NAPE), American Association of Petroleum Geologist (AAPG) and the Nigerian Mining and Geosciences Society (NMGS).
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George Unomah

Dr. Ifechukwude George Unomah, a Senior Geoscience Advisor was recently conferred with the NAPE fellowship award. Dr. Unomah joined Mobil Producing Nigeria in 1992 and has worked in Lagos and Houston in Exploration, Development and Production functions.

George is a graduate of Geology with B.Sc., M.Sc. and PhD all from University of Ibadan in 1981, 1983 and 1989 respectively. His formal working career began as a Geology Lecturer in the University of Ibadan (1986 to 1991).

George joined Mobil Producing Nigeria in 1992 as a geologist with various responsibilities and experiences in Exploration, Development and Production functions both in Nigeria and Houston, USA. He is currently a Senior Geosciences Advisor and the Senior Technical Advisor (Stratigraphy) for ExxonMobil Upstream Nigeria companies.

His experience spans across geoscience skills, including sequence sedimentology, seismic stratigraphy, core description and integration, Reservoir quality, Integrated field studies, Petroleum geochemistry, 3D seismic interpretation, Opportunity identification and maturation.

He is a 2013 FINALIST of ExxonMobil Peter Vail Award for Technical Excellence in Petroleum E/D/P (This is ExxonMobil highest award for geoscience excellence.).

George recently developed an Integrated Stratigraphy Workshop, that teaches practical applications of ExxonMobil stratigraphy concepts in daily work of geoscientists in Exploration, development and production functions; and he also developed the Stratigraphy Teaching Module for universities in Nigeria for ExxonMobil.

George is an active member of several professional associations including the Nigeria Association of Petroleum Explorationists (NAPE), American Association of Petroleum Geologist (AAPG) and the Nigerian Mining and Geosciences Society (NMGS).
EXXONMOBIL strongly believes that success is not only about consistently achieving business goals; it's about achieving the best interest of the nation and her people. This is why we have put several initiatives in place to help bring them to life, and are honoured to have a track record of ground breaking successes in several sectors across the nation. With your unwavering support, we can and will continue to make a positive difference. So join us on our journey towards a vibrant future for everyone. Together, let's energize our communities.